
If you’ve got the original version of Get The 
Ick, then you know what you’re doing. All you 
have to do is print off the cards and you’re 
good to go. If you’re new to this ick business, 
then check out the rules on the next page.

it’s not you, it’s them.



1. To play, you’ll need at least two people.

2. Grab a player token. Use the ones on the 
next page - or grab any small object from 
around the house (a nut, coffee bean etc.)

3. The aim of the game is to correctly predict 
which card, from a line up of three, gives 
your friend the biggest ick.

4. Choose a player to take the hot seat.

5. Lay out three icks before them.

6. They secretly write down on a piece of paper 
the card they find most icky. Or, use the hot 
seat tokens on the next page.

7. Now, place your player token on the card you 
think the player in the hot seat chose.

8. Time for the big reveal. The player in the hot 
seat announces which card they chose.

9. Whoever guessed right, gets a point.

10. Keep rotating who's in the hot seat. Play as 
many rounds as you want, but make sure 
everyone has an equal amount of goes!

11. Tally up the scores, and the player with the 
most points at the ends, wins.

12. Try not to come last... that's an ick.



put these face down on the three icks.

put this one
on the one you
find most icky.

PLAYER TOKENS

HOT SEAT TOKENS



UK1

You see them try to 
catch the attention of 

the waiter and fail

Their pillow  
is really thin

They like their  
steak well done



UK2

Imagining them 
climbing out from  

the back seat  
in a 3-door car

They don’t eat 
vegetables

They wait for the 
green walk sign 
even when there 

are no cars



UK3

Imagining them 
wearing swimming 

goggles

They call their  
ex a psycho

They use a 2-in-1 
shampoo even as 

their face and  
body wash



UK4

Imagining them 
running with a 

backpack and it 
jiggling up and down

Imagining them 
trying on shoes and 

walking up and down 
the store

They play air guitar 
as a dance move



UK5

Their mum still buys 
their underwear

They’ve taken  
a photo holding  

a fish

They use their 
passport as ID



UK6

They get sauce 
stains around their 
mouth when eating 

spaghetti

They say “lit”

Imagining them 
tripping over 
something



UK7

They use reward 
cards and get  
all the stamps

They wear ripped jeans

They take a long 
time to read a reel 
or TikTok you’re 
showing them
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